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Let’s draw molecules: Students’
sequential drawing processes of
resonance structures in organic
chemistry
Irina Braun, Axel Langner and Nicole Graulich*
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Drawing is a fundamental skill in science, technology, engineering, and

mathematics (STEM) disciplines to express one’s reasoning and externalize

mental models in problem-solving. Although research has highlighted the

effectiveness of drawing as a learning strategy and the importance of

drawing accuracy for learning success, little is known about learners’

actual drawing process. However, especially in organic chemistry, the

investigation of drawing processes is of great importance as generating

different representations, such as structural formulas, is inherent to problem-

solving in this visual-laden discipline. Resonance structures, for example,

are often used to estimate reactive sites in a molecule and to propose

reaction pathways. However, this type of representation places a high

cognitive demand on learners, which, besides conceptual difficulties, leads

to drawing difficulties. To support learners in drawing and using resonance

structures in problem-solving, it is necessary to characterize how they

generate their drawings. To this end, a qualitative, exploratory study has

been conducted to investigate undergraduate students’ (N = 20) drawing

processes of resonance structures while solving an organic case comparison

task. Using eye-tracking, the characteristics regarding the construction of

productive and unproductive drawings became visible. Results indicate that

unproductive drawings often stem from integrating and connecting unrelated

information during the drawing process. Further, the results show that the

productivity of a drawing depends on learners’ flexibility in information

selection. Implications for supporting learners’ drawing process and using

eye-tracking for characterizing drawing processes in other STEM disciplines

are discussed.
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Introduction

In science, technology, engineering, and mathematics
(STEM) disciplines, scientists and learners rely heavily on
external representations to make sense of scientific concepts
and phenomena (Fiorella and Zhang, 2018; Ainsworth and
Scheiter, 2021). As representations constitute a fundamental
means for the construction and transmission of knowledge,
students need to be proficient in analyzing and using given
representations (Nitz et al., 2014) and be fluent in generating
them (Ainsworth et al., 2011). In fact, by expressing one’s
reasoning and externalizing mental models, drawings can help
learning new concepts and support problem-solving (Cox, 1999;
Ainsworth et al., 2011; Quillin and Thomas, 2015; Cooper
et al., 2017; Wu and Rau, 2019). In recent years, much research
has been conducted on drawing as a learning activity across
different STEM contexts such as chemistry (Hellenbrand et al.,
2019), physics (Maries and Singh, 2018), biology (Schmeck
et al., 2014), and geography (Gobert and Clement, 1999) at
school and college levels. Predominantly, it has been shown
that prompting learners to visually depict content presented in
text- or animation-based instructional materials is an effective
learning strategy as students who draw not only build higher
quality explanations and develop a more coherent mental
model of a studied phenomenon, but also perform better in
subsequent tasks and tests (Bobek and Tversky, 2016; Fiorella
and Zhang, 2018; Cromley et al., 2019). Thus, drawing enhances
learning outcomes related to retention, comprehension, and
knowledge transfer (Van Meter and Garner, 2005; Leopold
and Leutner, 2012; Schmeck et al., 2014; Fiorella and Zhang,
2018; Fiorella et al., 2020). However, drawing per se does not
automatically enhance learning. By referring to the prognostic
drawing principle, Schwamborn et al. (2010) point out that
the quality of learners’ drawings is predictive of their learning
outcomes, i.e., the more accurately and correctly learners draw,
the better their performance. This finding has been replicated
in various studies (Mason et al., 2013; Schmeck et al., 2014;
Rellensmann et al., 2016; Fiorella and Zhang, 2018; Hellenbrand
et al., 2019; Schmidgall et al., 2020; Stieff and DeSutter, 2020).

Despite focusing on the quality of final drawing products
and their relation to learning outcomes, the actual drawing
process leading to these products has not received much
attention in research so far (Lobato et al., 2014). However,
drawing constitutes a core scientific practice itself and,
consequently, necessitates a profound understanding of
how a drawing is sequentially generated and which factors
influence its quality. In organic chemistry, for instance,
drawing is fundamental to scientific thinking and model-
based reasoning as diagrams and structural formulas have
a high explanatory power and make imperceptible entities
and processes visible (Goodwin, 2008; Cooper et al., 2017;
Graulich and Bhattacharyya, 2017). Whether in the laboratory
or the lecture, chemists sketch and manipulate molecular

structures to explain findings and communicate chemical
content (Kozma et al., 2000). Besides this displaying function,
drawings of molecular structures are crucial problem-solving
tools. Since much chemical information (e.g., connectivity,
polarity) is embedded within molecular structures, drawing
enables the expression of assumptions or predictions about
the properties of molecules or possible reaction processes
(Cartrette and Bodner, 2009; Cooper et al., 2017). Constructing
resonance structures of organic molecules, for instance, serves
as a mean to estimate reactive sites in a molecule by representing
multiple variants of the electronic delocalization in a molecule
which cannot be adequately represented by a single structure.
By considering the hypothetical electronic distribution in a
molecular structure (i.e., the contribution of each resonance
structure to the dynamic electron density distribution of
a molecule), resonance structures enable the prediction of
reaction pathways (Richardson, 1986). Therefore, constructing
appropriate resonance structures constitutes the first critical
step in a chain of steps of inferences to derive structural
properties and chemical reactivities (Cooper et al., 2012). Thus,
not succeeding in this step hinders students from using the
resonance structures adequately in subsequent problem-solving
(Strickland et al., 2010; Carle and Flynn, 2020). To support
students in the adequate use of the resonance concept and
the respective drawing process of resonance structures, it is
crucial to understand how students are sequentially generating
their drawings and which drawing behavior characterizes
the generation of productive, thus valid and significant
resonance structures, and unproductive drawings, i.e., wrong or
insignificant resonance structures.

A more profound, process-oriented characterization of
drawing processes can be achieved by using eye-tracking.
Without interfering with the construction process, recording eye
movements quantitatively captures students’ visual processing
of stimuli (e.g., by providing insights into learners’ attention
distribution on structural features or their search behavior in
terms of gaze patterns). This can help to draw conclusions
about learners’ underlying cognitive processes and different
strategic approaches when constructing representations such
as molecular structures (Just and Carpenter, 1980; Cullipher
et al., 2018). Therefore, using eye-tracking in the context of
construction processes in STEM disciplines allows a deeper
insight into students’ drawing processes and offers a new
perspective on obstacles students encounter when generating
representations such as chemical structures.

Prior research on students’ difficulties
in the construction of organic
molecular structures

Becoming proficient in using symbolic language in
organic chemistry, such as drawing mechanisms or using the
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electron-pushing formalism, has been constantly shown to be
difficult for students at various levels (Bodner and Domin, 2000;
Graulich, 2015; Flynn and Featherstone, 2017; Dood and Watts,
2022). Several studies report that students depict mechanisms
solely based on rote memorization, do not ascribe meaning
to the electron-pushing formalism, place electron arrows as
decoration instead, and exhibit difficulties in the construction of
structural formulas (Bhattacharyya and Bodner, 2005; Cooper
et al., 2010; Grove et al., 2012). Lewis structures are typically
the first type of representations students encounter in organic
chemistry to represent molecular structures as a variety of
physical and chemical properties of molecular compounds can
be inferred by constructing and inspecting Lewis structures
(e.g., physical state, geometry, solubility) (Cooper et al., 2012;
Tiettmeyer et al., 2017). In fact, drawing Lewis structures
implies a high cognitive load on students, as students must
consider various concepts (e.g., expanded octets, geometry) and
sets of rules while coping with many exceptions to these very
rules at the same time (Cooper et al., 2010; Kaufmann et al.,
2017; Tiettmeyer et al., 2017; Karonen et al., 2021). Cooper et al.
(2010) intensively investigated students’ ability to construct and
manipulate Lewis structures across different learning levels. As a
main finding, they demonstrated that students’ and even faculty
members’ competence in constructing valid Lewis structures
is deficient. Most students struggled with creating valid Lewis
structures involving two or more carbon atoms (Cooper et al.,
2010). Moreover, it became apparent that the success rate
depended on how the formulas were presented to students.
While students struggled with drawing a Lewis structure of
methanol in the form of CH4O, more students could produce a
correct structure if the functional group was depicted explicitly,
i.e., as CH3OH (Cooper et al., 2010). Other common errors that
students exhibit when drawing Lewis structures encompass the
inability to determine the correct number of bonds, the arbitrary
assignment of (formal) charges in ions, or the overreliance on
rules such as the octet rule (Cooper et al., 2010; Kaufmann et al.,
2017; Karonen et al., 2021). Concerning the latter, students were
either likely to apply the octet rule when it was not possible to
show atoms with full octets or tended to violate the octet rule,
e.g., by exceeding the octet or depicting atoms different from
carbon (e.g., nitrogen or oxygen atoms) as electron-deficient
(Cooper et al., 2010). Some students in Cooper et al.’s (2010)
study even invented their own rules and invalid strategies (e.g.,
reaching the highest symmetry). All this suggests that students
tend to rely on memorized, salient cues while drawing, use
rules mechanically, or approach drawing tasks by unsystematic
trial-and-error strategies (Ahmad and Omar, 1992; Cooper
et al., 2010; Kaufmann et al., 2017; Sandi-Urena et al., 2020).

These problems reported for the generation of single Lewis
structures also apply to the construction of resonance structures.
Resonance structures provide a more accurate way of describing
molecules that single Lewis structures cannot accurately display
due to the delocalization of π-electron pairs over several atoms.

As such, molecules can be best described by drawing multiple
structural formulas (e.g., Lewis structures or skeletal formulas)
of the same molecule with a varying electron distribution. The
combination of these drawings, depending on their contribution
to the overall stability of the molecule, ultimately forms the
resonance hybrid of the given molecule. Consequently, the
properties and reactivities (e.g., charge density and product
distribution) of molecules that exhibit resonance lie between the
different canonical structures. Although students are expected
to have a thorough understanding of this core chemical
concept after introductory courses in organic chemistry and
should be able to use it fluently to depict the electronic
structure of compounds, research in chemistry education
has demonstrated that the resonance concept puts a high
cognitive load on students, even at the university level (Duis,
2011; Brandfonbrener et al., 2021). This leads to various
misconceptions, such as considering resonance structures as
equilibrium or electron reservoirs (Taber, 2002; Kim et al., 2019;
Xue and Stains, 2020). As the application of this concept requires
the integration of different concepts and prior knowledge (e.g.,
electronegativity, hybridization, electron-pushing formalism), a
fragmented conceptualization of these relationships may hinder
subsequent problem-solving (Betancourt-Pérez et al., 2010).
Besides studies focusing on students’ conceptual understanding
of resonance, little research has been conducted on how
students draw resonance structures. For instance, Betancourt-
Pérez et al. (2010), used different tasks to investigate students’
competence in the construction of resonance structures across
different learning levels in organic chemistry by prompting
their participants to (a) draw curved arrows to show the
electron movement in resonance structures, (b) draw alternative
structures for a given ion or molecule, (c) identify the most
stable resonance structure, and (d) draw the resonance hybrid.
Their results show that students perform poorly in drawing
resonance structures and exhibit different errors in both the
first and second semester. The most prevalent errors encompass,
for example, the violation of the octet rule, e.g., by moving π-
bonds toward atoms with a full octet, irrespective of the atom’s
hybridization and number of bonds. Moreover, students tend to
break σ-bonds between carbon and hydrogen atoms, put charges
on atoms that are not charged or construct resonance structures
with a different delocalized system, thus different connectivity,
compared to the initial structure (Betancourt-Pérez et al., 2010).
The authors concluded that students, especially at the beginning
of their studies, do not pay much attention to details when
drawing resonance structures (Betancourt-Pérez et al., 2010). In
a recent study, Petterson et al. (2020) demonstrated that students
struggled to identify the correct place to start the movement of
electrons when deriving one resonance structure from another
in the context of acid-base reaction mechanisms. Although
these results may be explained as knowledge gaps related
to the resonance concept, it remains unclear what actually
characterizes students’ drawing process, i.e., what structural
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features learners perceptually pay attention to when translating
one resonance structure into another, eventually leading to
invalid structures and therefore causing wrong or erroneous
inferences. Thus, students’ ability to decode and manipulate
molecular structures requires a more profound analysis to
determine the sources of students’ success or difficulties while
drawing.

Theoretical framework

Representational competence

Learning chemistry includes learning how to effectively
use representations such as chemical symbols, diagrams,
or ball-and-stick-models to make “sense of the invisible
and untouchable” (Kozma and Russell, 1997, p. 949) and,
consequently, connect the molecular level to the corresponding
macroscopic phenomenon (Johnstone, 1991). Often, multiple
representations are combined to facilitate learning and problem
solving, as they can either complement each other by
offering different perspectives of the given phenomenon,
constraint the interpretation of the provided material, or
help in constructing a more profound understanding (e.g., by
facilitating abstraction) (Ainsworth, 2006). Depending on the
coding system of the representations in the working memory
channel (i.e., symbolic or analogous), one can differentiate
between multiple heterogeneous (i.e., a combination of symbolic
and analogous representations) and homogeneous (i.e., either
exclusively symbolic or exclusively analogous representations)
representations (Ott et al., 2018; Malone et al., 2020). While
a heterogeneous representational system in chemistry could
be, for example, the combination of a drawn Lewis structure
and a ball-and-stick model, a homogeneous system could be
the combination of a text and a reaction equation or, more
specifically, the depiction of multiple resonance structures.
Irrespective of the combination, to profit from (multiple)
representations and their synergies for knowledge acquisition
and problem-solving, learners need to develop representational
literacy (Lesh et al., 1987; Gilbert, 2005; Cooper et al., 2017).
This means not only becoming proficient in the use of each
representation, but also being able to interrelate corresponding
information within and across these different representations
and, thus, construct a coherent mental representation of
the phenomenon (i.e., local and global coherence formation)
(Seufert, 2003; Seufert and Brünken, 2006). Concerning the
construction and use of resonance structures, for instance, the
relationship between different structures, i.e., how one structure
can be transformed into another, and their specific contribution
to the overall electronic distribution in a molecule, is crucial.

Based on the comparison of expert and novice
representational practices, Kozma and Russell (1997, 2005)
defined representational competence by deriving a set of

cognitive skills and practices that enable a person to successfully
use representations to reason about, express ideas, and
create meaning for scientific phenomena. In particular,
representational competence encompasses the abilities to
(1) use representations to describe observable chemical
phenomena and their underlying molecular entities and
processes, (2) select or generate a representation and explain
its appropriateness for a particular purpose, (3) identify,
describe and interpret features of a particular representation,
(4) make connections across different related representations
by mapping features of one representation onto those of
another, and explain the relationship between them, (5) take
the epistemological position that representations are modeling
but are distinct from the phenomenon observed, (6) evaluate
representations by describing limitations and affordances
of different representations, and (7) use representations in
social situations to support claims, draw inferences, and make
predictions about chemical phenomena (Kozma and Russell,
1997, 2005). These skills follow a developmental trajectory, i.e.,
they develop in sophistication over time. Different proficiency
levels can be achieved in varying contexts with different types
of representations. For instance, a learner may master most
of the skills listed above regarding a particular representation
(e.g., Newman projections) but achieve only a low level of
representational competence for other representations (e.g.,
reaction coordinate diagrams) (Kozma and Russell, 2005).

To transform resonance structures into one another,
multiple representational skills play a role. First, this
transformational process involves analyzing the given starting
structure by decoding structural features which have the
capacity to delocalize electrons. This skill necessitates a
global, holistic view of the structure since the delocalization
of electrons can be spread over multiple parts of a molecule
and is not limited to a single structural feature. Following
this selection process, one structure is translated into another
by delocalizing π-electrons and constantly evaluating the
hypothetical, resulting structure regarding plausibility and the
overall electronic distribution. This can subsequently serve as
a basis for predictions of reactions. It becomes evident that
the translation in this specific homogeneous representational
system does not only require the careful mapping of structural
features but crucially depends on the ability to interpret a given
structure and possible sources for resonance.

In this regard, the ability to interpret representations
further depends on different factors (Schönborn and Anderson,
2008, 2010). According to Schönborn and Anderson (2008,
2010), these factors consist of (1) the external features of
the representation (Mode, M), (2) the use of underlying
cognitive processes and skills to make sense of a representation
(Reasoning, R), and (3) learners’ (prior) knowledge of relevant
concepts (Conceptual, C). Moreover, these three main factors
are intertwined, resulting in four additional factors influencing
students’ ability to interpret representations. That is the
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R-C factor which encompasses students’ ability to employ
appropriate conceptual knowledge necessary for interpreting
the representation, the R-M factor that involves the deciphering
and perception of the visual information embedded in the
representation, and the C-M factor which describes the
propositional scientific knowledge that is transmitted through
the explicit features of a representation. This may concern,
for example, the complexity and clarity of the representation.
Finally, engaging all factors, the C-R-M factor embodies
students’ ability to successfully interpret a representation by
linking their conceptual knowledge to the representational
features when decoding information communicated by the
representation (Schönborn and Anderson, 2008, 2010). It
becomes evident that the interpretation and subsequent
construction of resonance structures require a sound conceptual
understanding of resonance and highly depend on students’
ability to decipher and reason with relevant graphical features
of a structural representation. Therefore, the perceptual
mechanisms guiding the decoding of the representations
and underlying the visuospatial operations when constructing
resonance structures must be considered for a holistic
characterization of students’ approaches when constructing
resonance structures.

Mechanisms of visual selection

In order to make sense of the visual information
representations convey while organizing and integrating it
with prior knowledge and making it subsequently available
for higher-order cognitive processes such as reasoning, the
visual input has to be filtered to select relevant stimuli (Mayer,
2005; Anderson, 2013). Research on visual search differentiates
between three competing mechanisms of visual selection driving
the allocation of attention: a stimulus-driven, a goal-driven,
and history-driven selection (Awh et al., 2012; Anderson, 2013;
Theeuwes, 2019). The stimulus-driven selection is considered
a bottom-up process that depends on factors external to the
observer, such as the visual salience of the stimulus (e.g.,
heteroatoms in molecules) that is responsible for the attraction
of attention (Theeuwes, 2019). In contrast to that, the goal-
driven selection proceeds in a top–down process. Here, the
visual search goals and, therefore, the intentional, deliberate
control of an observer (e.g., the active search for a specific
feature due to rules or prompts) influences the attention to
features of a stimulus (Theeuwes, 2019). As a domain-specific
prompt or problem task requires where to look or what to
attend to, the degree of sophisticated domain knowledge may
influence how attention is directed to a given visual input and
how it is perceived. In constructing resonance structures, this
could be embodied, for example, by carefully examining the
fulfillment of the octet rule. The history-driven selection applies
when previous experiences drive attentional selection. Thus,

information selected in the past affects the way information
is selected in subsequent situations. That may encompass, for
instance, the probability that features having been repeatedly
attended to in the past are more often selected and identified in
a given situation (e.g., considering double bonds in the context
of resonance structures as they have been often delocalized in
previous exercises) (Theeuwes, 2019).

Research questions and
hypotheses

Although research indicates that students encounter
numerous difficulties when constructing resonance structures
and that the construction of resonance structures crucially
depends on students’ competence to deal with structural
formulas in terms of decoding, selecting, and manipulating
these representations (Kozma and Russell, 2005; Schönborn
and Anderson, 2010), a profound analysis of their drawing
processes is still lacking. Supporting students in drawing,
therefore, requires a closer look at how students are sequentially
generating their drawings. Recording and analyzing the eye-
movement trajectories of students can help to characterize
to what extent students use and perceive different drawing
elements to generate resonance structures and to determine
how different gaze patterns may relate to the productivity of
the generated drawings. Specifically, by examining students’
drawing processes quantitatively and qualitatively, we seek to
answer the following research questions (RQ) in this exploratory
study:

1 What drawing elements do students connect when
constructing productive or unproductive resonance
structures (i.e., in terms of transitions and relations of the
Areas of Interest)?

2 What structural features do students attend to in terms
of attention distribution when translating one resonance
structure into another and how is it related to students’
drawing moves?

3 How does a student’s approach to visual selection to
construct resonance structures relate to the productivity of
the drawings?

With regard to the first research question, we assume
that students with unproductive drawings might exhibit a
more varied search behavior, thus, cognitively connect more
drawing elements in the construction process, including the
use of and the transition between unrelated drawing or
task elements. This hypothesis is supported by previous eye-
tracking research across different STEM education disciplines
as it has been repeatedly shown that successful problem-
solvers fixate more on relevant aspects of a representation and
generally show a more focused behavior, whereas unsuccessful
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problem-solvers exhibit a more distributed visual behavior
including more fixations on irrelevant aspects of a given
representation (Tang and Pienta, 2012; Hejnová and Kekule,
2018; Havelková and Gołębiowska, 2019). In accordance to
that, it has been demonstrated that inexperienced individuals
more often attend to salient information (i.e., stimulus-
driven information selection) that may be irrelevant for task
performance. Experienced individuals, on the other hand,
efficiently attend to information knowing which information
is important for task performance (goal-driven selection)
(Jarodzka et al., 2010). Based on the consideration of visual
search mechanisms, we assume for the second research
question that the construction of unproductive drawings
may stem from difficulties to select more specific task-
relevant information, such as identifying interacting structural
features in a resonance structure, and may result in an
overreliance on single, salient structural features. Finally, we
assume for the third research question that students who
explicitly apply conceptual knowledge to the construction of
resonance structures, such as the application of rules or the
inference of implicit structural properties, more often construct
productive drawings than students whose drawing approach
is characterized by a mere rearrangement of surface structural
features (Graulich et al., 2019).

Materials and methods

Context and participants

This research study was conducted at a German university in
summer 2021. Students were recruited on a voluntary basis via
e-mail and in-class announcements in the Organic Chemistry
1 (OC1) course and were given 20 euros as compensation for
their time. A total of 21 students agreed to participate in this
study. The participants’ ages ranged from 19 to 34; nine of
them identified as male and twelve as female. One student
was excluded from the analysis due to measurement errors,
so the number of further analyzed participants was reduced
to 20. All students were majoring in chemistry (i.e., they were
chemistry, food chemistry, and chemistry teacher students)
and were beginners in organic chemistry, i.e., all of them had
taken OC1 as the first lecture in organic chemistry either in
the second or fourth semester of their studies. Normally, this
course consists of a weekly lecture (3 h) and weekly tutorial
sections (1.5 h). Due to the pandemic situation, in summer
2021, a flipped format was adopted in which students watched
tutorial videos and read material (e.g., book chapters) prior to
solving content-related tasks and discussing questions in online
tutorial sections. The OC1 course provides basic knowledge of
organic chemistry, covers the reactivities of functional groups,
deals with structure-property relationships and discusses typical
reaction mechanisms (e.g., radical substitution, electrophilic

addition, nucleophilic substitution, and carbonyl reactions).
The study took place near the end of the course to assure
that the students were familiar with the reactions used in
this study, the resonance concept, and the construction of
resonance structures.

All students who volunteered were informed about their
rights and data handling beforehand; informed consent was
obtained from all participants. Institutional Review Board
approval was not required for this study. Nevertheless, the study
followed ethical guidelines and it was clarified to the students
that they had the opportunity to opt out at any time. All
students gave their written consent for the collected data (i.e.,
their recordings and scans of their worksheets) being analyzed
and published by the research team. In this study, participants
were assigned pseudonyms and no identifying information was
recorded or scanned to allow participants to re-identify. As
the interviews were conducted in German, students’ interview
excerpts were translated into English for this publication.

Data collection

Study design
The study followed a qualitative approach and used a

semi-structured interview to explore both students’ reasoning
with drawings and students’ drawing processes of structural
formulas in organic chemistry (Figure 1). Before starting the
interview, the interviewer explained the interview procedure
and briefed the students that the topic of the study would be the
resonance concept. In the first section, general questions about
the resonance concept (e.g., “When does resonance occur?”)
have been asked to refresh the students’ minds and to gather
information on students’ abilities to draw resonance structures
as well as to infer chemical information from the structural
formulas (e.g., “What impact does resonance have on the energy
of a structure?”). In the subsequent main section, the students
were prompted to solve three organic case comparison tasks
(Graulich and Schween, 2018) requiring resonance structures.
We used case comparisons to elicit students’ drawing process as
they necessitate drawing resonance structures in order to solve
the given problems and estimate the differences between the two
given reactions. All reactions were covered in the OC1 lecture.
In the last section, problems with regard to the completion of
the tasks as well as students’ needs for these types of tasks were
addressed in a general reflection.

The subsequent analysis focuses on the third case
comparison task as it allows the direct comparison of students’
drawings. It describes the mechanistic leaving group departure
step of a nucleophilic substitution reaction and asks the students
to determine which of the two reactions would form the most
stable product. As shown in Figure 1, bromide leaves as leaving
group under the formation of a carbocation in both reactions.
In each case, the substrate is a primary alkyl substrate which
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FIGURE 1

Study design and task solution for the utilized case comparison. Blue boxes indicate the results highlighted in this report.

enables stabilization via resonance. Only the position of the
methoxy group differentiates the substrates. To determine the
most stable carbocation, one has to draw and evaluate the
electron density distribution in the resonance structures of both
products. While there are two (productive) resonance structures
in B, there are three in A. It follows that the positive charge can
be better distributed across the whole molecule in A. This is
responsible for the lower potential energy and, consequently,
for the higher stability of product A.

Qualitative interview
A qualitative semi-structured interview guided the

investigation of students’ drawing and reasoning process. The
interviews were conducted face-to-face between one participant
and the interviewer, lasted between 83 and 140 min and were
audio- and video-recorded. All materials were administered in
a pencil-paper setting and the participants were encouraged
to solve all the tasks freely, thus, they could write or draw as
much as they considered necessary. To capture students’ eye
movements in their natural problem-solving behavior, they
were not disturbed or had to explain their approach during
the completion of the case comparison tasks. However, they
were allowed to think aloud if they wanted. After completing
each case comparison task, a subsequent retrospective interview
focused on students’ rationale for their drawings and their task
specific problem-solving process. For instance, the students
were asked to justify their final choice and to describe their
drawing strategies (e.g., “How did you get to this structure?”).

Eye-tracking
A mobile eye-tracker (Tobii Pro glasses 3, 50 Hz) served as

a tool to capture the participants’ eye-movements while drawing
during the problem-solving process. To optimize the collection
of the eye-tracking data, a drafting table was used and each
task was presented on the upper left side of a 42.0 × 59.4 cm
(DIN A2) sheet of paper (Figure 1). The eye-tracking glasses
were calibrated and validated individually for each participant
prior to solving the tasks. In case of nearsightedness and
farsightedness, suitable corrective lenses were used. A vision
test also validated their fit. All gaze samples ranged above 79%
(average 91.7%).

Data analysis

Eye-tracking data
Data preparation

First, the gaze data of all participants’ recordings during the
problem-solving phase, i.e., until the students gave their answers
prior to subsequent possible refinements of the drawings, were
manually mapped by a trained student research assistant using
the software Tobii Pro Lab. The first author double-checked
the mapped gaze points to check accuracy. Second, for every
participant, the Times of Interest (TOI) were defined for each
drawing event (i.e., the time sequence until completion of a
single student-generated resonance structure). The duration
of the overall drawing process for the task varied for each
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participant ranging from 1.02 to 12.25 min (average 4.06 min).
The construction of the single resonance structures took the
participants from 6 s to 5.26 min (average 51 s).

Third, the Areas of Interest (AOI) were defined for each
drawing event (i.e., every constructed resonance structure until
the final decision of the student) for each student. For the
subsequent analysis, the AOIs were set on different grain sizes.
An AOI was defined for every complete drawing and for smaller
parts of the respective molecules, always maintaining the main
features of the structures (i.e., the methoxy group, the double
bond, and the positive charge) (Figure 2A). All eye-tracking
analyses were conducted with the software Tobii Pro Lab and
RStudio.

Furthermore, the students’ drawings were classified as
productive, unproductive, and auxiliary drawings. While
productive drawings encompass all correct resonance structures
that help answer the given task, unproductive drawings are
either incorrect resonance structures (e.g., violating the octet
rule) or drawings that are technically correct, respecting the

octet rule, but are, nevertheless, insignificant for this task due
to the number of formal charges. The auxiliary drawings are
either structures that the students copied from the given task
or structures or texts that the students wrote for themselves
and were, thus, not directly related to the construction of
the resonance structures. They were thus not taken into
consideration in the following analysis. Figure 3 provides an
overview of the different drawing categories. Next, the data were
analyzed in several steps using a combination of quantitative and
qualitative approaches.

Examining the connection of drawing elements during
the drawing process

To determine how students used the different drawing
elements to construct subsequent resonance structures, the
analysis of students’ gaze behavior was twofold, looking at the
structures’ co-occurrence during the entire drawing process
and the transitions between these structures (RQ 1). In doing
so, we grouped all AOIs for each drawing event at a broader
grain size into four categories to enable the comparison of the

FIGURE 2

(A) Definition of the AOIs of the drawing elements at a broader and finer grain size exemplified by a student solution and (B) exemplary
categorization of the AOIs in dependence of their function (target drawing, previous drawing, given information, unrelated drawings).
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FIGURE 3

Classification categories for the resulting drawings with student examples.

various construction processes of every student: target drawing
(T), previous drawing (P), unrelated drawings (U), and given
information (G) (cf. Figure 2B). While the target drawing is the
resonance structure of interest, the previous drawing represents
the drawing from which the target drawing results. The given
information consists of all the structures and text available to the
students in the task prompt. The transformation of one structure
into another is carried out at the local structure, i.e., apart
from the previous drawing, no other information is necessary
in order to construct the target drawing. Therefore, we labeled
all the structures and texts that the students might have noted
but that are per se not necessary for constructing the target
drawing (e.g., resonance structures of the product in A when the
participant is constructing the resonance structures in B as well
as additional explanatory text) as unrelated drawings. Although
the given information is neither required for the construction
of resonance structures and thus also represents unrelated
information, we maintained this category to investigate whether
there are tendencies of revisits as anchors when constructing a
productive or unproductive drawing.

First, we conducted an Epistemic network analysis (ENA)
to examine the co-occurrence of the various drawing elements
during the construction of resonance structures and, thus,
to explore different gaze patterns depending on the resulting
productivity of the drawing. The ENA is an analytical method
from the field of learning analytics, which has been used in
numerous contexts, including eye-tracking analyses (Andrist
et al., 2015; Shaffer et al., 2016; Bruckner et al., 2020). This
method can be used to identify and quantify the structure
of connections among coded data elements in any system
by representing their associations in networks, i.e., the mere
presence of isolated elements is not as important as their
interrelations (Shaffer et al., 2016). Thus, the ENA allows the
characterization of even complex and dynamic relationships
(e.g., patterns of association within discourse or gaze behavior)
by illustrating both the structure and the strength of connections
in both single networks (e.g., in terms of their plotted point

position) and network difference graphs which illustrate the
differences between two networks by subtraction (Shaffer et al.,
2016; Shaffer and Ruis, 2017). While the nodes in the network
correspond to the analyzed codes and appear in every modeled
network in exactly the same position, the edge width between
the nodes reflects the relative frequency of co-occurrences
between two codes. In order to model the connections,
ENA uses a singular-value decomposition which performs
dimensional reduction on a high-dimensional space, producing
fewer dimensions that capture the maximum variance in the
data (Shaffer et al., 2016).

In our analysis, we used the ENA Web Tool (version 1.7.0) to
compare the weighted epistemic networks of the construction
processes of productive and unproductive drawings on the basis
of students’ collapsed AOI hit sequences during the construction
of resonance structures. To this end, each drawing served as
a unit, i.e., the piece of data for which the ENA constructs
networks. Conversations indicate how to segment the data for
analysis in terms of their relation to one another, i.e., units
not in the same conversation are not related to one another in
the network model. As we aimed at characterizing the drawing
process of each resonance structure individually, again, we
chose as conversation every drawing and chose the mode whole
conversation so that the ENA modeled connections across the
entire conversation. In the ENA, the nodes of the network
represent the codes. In order to be able to compare the various
drawing processes, our codes comprised the previously defined
categories “given information,” “unrelated drawings,” “previous
drawing,” and “target drawing” for every drawing event. Finally,
as comparison served the productivity of the drawings, i.e., we
differentiated between productive and unproductive drawings.

In a second step, the same AOI hit sequences used in the
ENA beforehand were analyzed to determine the transitions
between individual pairs of AOIs that the students made to
construct resonance structures in order to reveal how students
integrated the various drawing elements (i.e., the defined
four drawing categories) when constructing structural formulas
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(Schmidt-Weigand et al., 2010; Johnson and Mayer, 2012). For
that purpose, we used the GrpString R package (Tang et al., 2018)
to calculate the transition matrix, the transition entropy and the
total amount of transitions across the groups of unproductive
and productive drawings, regardless of whether the drawings
resulted from a previously productive or unproductive drawing
as no discriminating differences could be found in a finer
division. The transition entropy indicates the diversity of the
transitions within a string or different string groups. While a
higher entropy reflects more evenly distributed transitions, a
lower entropy measure indicates a more biased distribution of
transitions, mainly reflecting transitions between fewer AOIs
(Tang et al., 2018). The transition matrices were also explored
for statistical significance using the Mann-Whitney U test.
A non-parametric test was chosen because a Shapiro-Wilk test
(p < 0.05) indicated that not all of the data to be used for
comparison are normally distributed (Shapiro and Wilk, 1965).

Analyzing the attention distribution while constructing
resonance structures

To gain deeper insight into the translation process of single
resonance structures, the analysis further concentrated on the
connection of each drawing pair, i.e., the previous and target
resonance structure (RQ 2). As the attention distribution may
indicate the ascribed importance of a representation (Cullipher
and VandenPlas, 2018), we examined the total fixation duration
of the AOIs of the previous drawing to which students attended
when constructing the target resonance structure. In doing this,
we used the AOIs at the smaller grain size encompassing the
different structural features of the respective previous resonance
structure (cf. Figure 2A). With this data, we then calculated
the ratio of attention distribution on each structural feature

of the previous resonance structure. Again, we differentiated
between productive and unproductive drawings for all drawings
to examine possible differences in attention distribution.

Qualitative data
Determining the relationship between drawing moves
and attention distribution while constructing
resonance structures

To relate and compare the attention distribution to students’
drawing moves for possible relationships (RQ 2), students’
drawing moves made to get from one structure to the next one
were inductively analyzed (i.e., the delocalization of electrons
and change of the structural features). Different drawing moves
could be identified which can be subsumed either as single
drawing move (e.g., delocalizing one electron pair or charge)
or as multiple drawing moves (e.g., delocalizing several electron
pairs) (Figure 4).

The first author coded all drawings. Additionally, a trained
student research assistant coded the entire data independently
with the code book. A kappa coefficient κn of 0.87 (Brennan
and Prediger, 1981) was calculated, showing high agreement and
reliability for the coding rubrics (Kuckartz and Rädiker, 2019).
Any ambiguities were discussed and resolved to reach a final
agreement of 100%.

Characterizing students’ approaches of visual selection

All audio recordings of the interviews were transcribed
verbatim and implemented into the coding software MAXQDA
for subsequent qualitative content analysis (Saldaña, 2016).
To examine students’ approaches of visual selection when
constructing resonance structures and, consequently,
triangulate the eye-tracking data findings, our qualitative

FIGURE 4

Coding scheme for drawing moves with student examples.
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analysis centered on how students verbally described their
drawing process (RQ 3). The analysis was informed by the
theory of visual selection described in section “Mechanisms
of visual selection” (Theeuwes, 2019). However, we could not
adopt the three different mechanisms of visual selection as codes
due to different reasons. First, the problem-solving process in
this study, as a whole, is clearly a top–down process because the
participants knew that they had to use the resonance concept to
solve the task and, consequently, to draw resonance structures
by moving electrons within structural formulas. Therefore, the
task demands by definition a goal-driven approach to construct
the resonance structures. Second, it is not possible to properly
distinguish between a stimulus-driven, history-driven, and
goal-driven approach in many chemistry contexts, because
reasoning and sense-making often depend on the interplay of
deriving and perceiving explicit and implicit structural features
and properties (Graulich et al., 2019). Students can exhibit
both a bottom–up and top–down approach. Therefore, we
adapted the aforementioned mechanisms into two categories
which we applied as a lens to analyze students’ descriptions of

their drawing approach: a knowledge-driven approach and a
structure-driven approach. The code “structure-driven” was
ascribed whenever the students described their drawing process
by only referring to and mentioning the explicitly drawn
structural features. Thus, it can be considered a bottom–up
process resembling the stimulus-driven approach. The code
“knowledge-driven” was given when the students explicitly
used and verbalized their knowledge to construct the respective
resonance structure. This may include different kinds of
knowledge, e.g., experiences or concept knowledge such as
the reference to (implicit) chemical concepts (e.g., stability),
or rules (e.g., the octet rule). Therefore, this approach can be
considered a top-down process that resembles the goal-driven
and history-driven approach.

Moreover, we characterized the flexibility of students’
approaches. While a “centered” approach applies when students
were focusing on one structural feature (e.g., the methoxy group
of the molecule), students with a “variable” approach described
their drawing process by taking into account the entire structure
or at least several interacting structural sections of the starting

FIGURE 5

Coding scheme for students’ visual selection approaches with definitions and student examples. The highlighted blue text in the quotes
indicates the structural features the students referred to, while the orange text highlights the verbalized knowledge (e.g., rules and chemical
concepts).
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molecule. Figure 5 provides the definitions of the resulting four
codes and illustrates them by giving student examples for each
coding category.

The first author coded the entire data set. During the
data analysis, the authors regularly discussed and optimized
the coding scheme to ensure that coding decisions faithfully
represented the data. For interrater reliability, the second author
coded a random sample of 20% of the data independently.
A kappa coefficient κn of 0.94 (Brennan and Prediger, 1981)
was calculated, indicating high agreement and reliability for the
coding rubrics (Kuckartz and Rädiker, 2019). Any ambiguities
were discussed and resolved. In the end, a 100% agreement
between the two authors was reached.

Results and discussion

Of all 60 student-generated resonance structures, 41
drawings were productive, whereas 19 were unproductive, often
resulting from previously productive drawings or building a
sequence of unproductive resonance structures. Therefore, it is
of interest to characterize what distinguishes the construction
process of productive from unproductive drawings. Using a
Mann–Whitney U test, we compared the construction of
productive and unproductive drawings on the basis of different
eye-tracking data (Table 1). Addressing our research questions,
the subsequent sections present and discuss the main findings.

RQ 1: What drawing elements do
students connect when constructing
productive or unproductive resonance
structures?

On a global level, students exhibit a similar gaze behavior
when using information from different drawing elements to
construct productive or unproductive resonance structures.
In fact, as the mean epistemic networks of productive and
unproductive drawings illustrate (Figures 6A,B), the co-
occurrences of the different drawing categories (i.e., target
drawing, previous drawing, unrelated drawings, and given
information) appear with a similar density and show, in general,
no considerable differences concerning the type and frequency
of connections.

Consistent with this observation, a Mann–Whitney
U test showed that neither along the x-axis (MR1) nor
the y-axis (SVD2) productive drawings differ significantly
from unproductive drawings (Table 1). From a qualitative
perspective, the association between the previous drawing and
the target drawing dominates in both groups. Comparing the
different networks for productive and unproductive drawings,
represented by the position of the respective network graph
node (Figure 6C), no distinctive tendency concerning the

TABLE 1 Results of the Mann–Whitney U test for different
eye-tracking data comparing the construction of productive and
unproductive drawings.

Variable Mdnpr. Mdnunpr. U z pa rb

Connection of
AOIs (ENA)

x-axis/MR1 -0.12 0.13 497.50 2.169 0.09 0.28

y-axis/SVD2 -0.32 -0.37 359.20 −0.620 0.64 0.08

Transitions

Absolute
number

15 17 378.5 −0.175 0.861 0.02

Entropy 1.96 2 342.5 −0.747 0.455 0.10

Transition
types

GU 0 0 384 −0.141 0.888 0.02

GP 0.053 0.067 363.5 −0.439 0.661 0.06

GT 0 0 359 −0.78 0.435 0.10

UG 0 0 386.5 −0.066 0.947 0.01

UP 0 0.029 367 −0.388 0.698 0.05

UT 0 0 252.5 −2.797 0.005 0.36

PG 0 0 367.5 −0.377 0.706 0.05

PU 0 0 371.5 −0.377 0.706 0.05

PT 0.33 0.24 262 −2.028 0.043 0.26

TG 0 0 378 −0.328 0.743 0.04

TU 0 0 266.5 −2.637 0.008 0.34

TP 0.29 0.16 249 −2.236 0.025 0.29

Fixation
duration rate

Relevant
features

0.78 0.50 188 −3.212 0.001 0.41

Unrelated
features

0.22 0.50 591 3.212 0.001 0.41

Significance level of 0.05 and confidence interval of 95%; pr., productive; unpr.,
unproductive; N = 60; aSignificant p-values (<0.05) are displayed in bold. bCalculated
as indicated by Rosenthal (1984).

patterns of co-occurrence of the drawing elements can be
inferred. This result indicates that the construction of an
(un-)productive resonance structure does, thus, not globally
depend on the resulting network, i.e., the amount and density
of associations of the different drawing elements. Hence,
our hypothesis of unproductive drawings resulting from the
connection of more drawing elements cannot be confirmed.
However, the subtracted mean network (Figure 6C) shows
that there exist differences concerning single connections.
Students with productive drawings (green color) exhibit
a stronger association of the previous and target drawing,
whereas students with unproductive drawings (orange color)
show more associations of the unrelated drawings with both
the target drawing and the previous drawing. This indicates
that using unrelated information seems to play a bigger
role when constructing unproductive structural formulas. The
subtracted mean network also illustrates that in both groups, the
associations between the other drawing elements are altogether
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FIGURE 6

Epistemic network for (A) productive drawings, (B) unproductive drawings, and (C) the subtracted epistemic network of productive and
unproductive drawings using the collapsed AOI hit sequences during the construction process of every drawing (N = 60). The drawing
categories (T, target drawing; P, previous drawing; G, given information; U, unrelated drawings) serve as codes.

scarce and that the given information rarely co-occurs with the
other drawing elements.

Although the ENA models the gaze-pattern networks of the
different construction processes of (un-)productive drawings
by depicting the weighted frequency of co-occurrences of the
different drawing elements, it provides no insight into the
direction of linkage, i.e., transitions, between those elements
(e.g., in terms of backtracking). The ENA only depicts how often
drawing elements co-occur altogether. However, transitions
play a crucial role when processing information (Schmidt-
Weigand et al., 2010). Thus, analyzing the linkage direction
may also reveal differences regarding the direct connection of
drawing elements, such as integrating information to construct
productive and unproductive drawings.

A look at the different transitions during the drawing
process of the resonance structures reveals that in general,
in accordance with the ENA, the transition entropy for
productive or unproductive resonance structures does not differ
significantly (Table 1), thus, the gaze transition distribution is
similar for both groups. Neither does the absolute number of
transitions differ significantly. However, as listed in Table 1,
there are significant differences between the types of transitions
during the drawing process of a productive and unproductive
drawing regarding the transitions to the target drawing.

Figure 7 depicts the subtracted transition matrix of
productive and unproductive drawings with green cells
indicating transitions more characteristic for productive
drawings. In contrast, red cells show transitions rather occurring
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FIGURE 7

Subtracted transition matrix indicating characteristic transitions
regarding the construction of productive (green cells) and
unproductive drawings (red cells); significant differences in
transition types are displayed in bold (p-value of < 0.05).

with unproductive drawings. According to Table 1, it becomes
evident that the drawing process of productive resonance
structures encompasses significantly more transitions between
the previous drawing and the target drawing (p = 0.043, r = 0.26)
and vice versa (p = 0.025, r = 0.29). In comparison, the drawing
process of unproductive drawings comprises more transitions
between the target drawing and unrelated drawings (p = 0.008,
r = 0.34) and vice versa (p = 0.005, r = 0.36). Figure 7 shows
as well that students with unproductive drawings connect the
given information with the previous drawings more often than
students who construct productive drawings. However, the
difference of this transition type is statistically not significant.
Given that transitions play a crucial role in the integration
and processing of information (Schmidt-Weigand et al., 2010;
Johnson and Mayer, 2012), an increased integration of unrelated
information can impede the construction of valid resonance
structures. In fact, integrating more information in the target
drawing by focusing on diverse, less relevant, drawing elements,
can indicate searching processes and uncertainty. That said, it is
possible that learners try to align and transfer information from
previous drawing processes or search for anchor points. This
assumption is in line with previous research on problem-solving
and the comprehension of visualizations (e.g., Gegenfurtner
et al., 2011; Tang et al., 2014). For instance, Holmqvist et al.
(2011) showed in the context of a mathematical problem-
solving task that participants with low ability tended to scan
all AOIs in the tasks while high-ability participants exhibited a
more focused behavior. Existing research in STEM education
also supports the finding that students’ drawing process of
productive drawings is characterized by more direct transitions
from previous to target drawing. Therefore, multiple studies
show that high-performing participants (e.g., experts) more
effectively process information, e.g., by transitioning between
relevant parts of tasks (Baluyut and Holme, 2019; Connor et al.,
2021), by efficiently attending to task-relevant features (Jarodzka
et al., 2010; Tang and Pienta, 2012; Topczewski et al., 2016;

Hejnová and Kekule, 2018; Havelková and Gołębiowska, 2019),
or by exhibiting a more focused searching behavior when
problem-solving (Holmqvist et al., 2011; Rodemer et al., 2020).

However, despite the group-specific differences in
transitions, the connection between the previous drawing
and the target drawing overall plays a major role in students’
construction process of resonance structures. This suggests
that the students in this study already possess a distinct
representational fluency concerning the direct translation from
one representation into another. With regard to representational
competence, as described by Kozma and Russell, students with
productive and unproductive representations show similar
abilities to identify and select structures necessary to transform
a resonance structure into another (Lesh et al., 1987; Kozma
and Russell, 1997, 2005).

RQ 2: What structural features do
students attend to in terms of attention
distribution when translating one
resonance structure into another and
how is it related to students’ drawing
moves?

Since all students mainly connected the previous and the
target drawing when constructing productive and unproductive
resonance structures, it is of interest to investigate students’
attention distribution when translating one structure into
another, and thus, to consider their fixation duration on the
different parts of the starting molecule, the previous drawing,
in order to characterize their decoding behavior (R-M factor)
(Schönborn and Anderson, 2008, 2010).

Figure 8 illustrates the fixation duration rate for the
construction of productive and unproductive resonance
structures on the basis of productive, initial drawings (57
of 60 drawings). Due to their very specific and individual
character, Figure 8 does not comprise the remaining three
structures resulting from unproductive drawings. The frames
of the respective pie charts indicate the adjacent parts of the
molecular structure which are relevant for translating this
structure into the corresponding productive structure. As
Figure 8 illustrates, the fixation duration rate differs with regard
to the constructed structures, showing an emerging attention
distribution difference on different parts of the molecules
when constructing productive or unproductive drawings. As
indicated in Table 1, the fixation duration rate of relevant and
unrelated structural features for productive and unproductive
drawings differ significantly with medium effect size (relevant
features: p = 0.001, r = 0.41; unrelated features: p = 0.001,
r = 0.41). For the productive resonance structures, a slight
trend emerges toward an increased attention to the relevant
structural features for the resulting resonance structure. If we
consider the productive subsequent resonance structures A1
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FIGURE 8

Relative drawing step frequency (N = 57) and fixation duration rates (pie charts) on the structural features of the initial structures
(blue = methoxy group, green = double bond, pink = positive charge) when constructing a subsequent productive (green frame) or
unproductive (orange frame) structure. The relevant, necessary structural features for the construction of the following structure are highlighted
by framing. Drawing moves are indicated as single drawing move (SDM) and multiple drawing moves (MDM).

and A2, students who construct these structural formulas on
average focused more on the interrelated structural features
necessary for the construction of the respective structure, i.e.,
on the positive charge and the double bond in the first structure
(83% of the attention distribution), and the positive charge and
the methoxy group in the second structure (80% of the overall
attention distribution). To draw the productive structure A2∗

on the basis of the given, initial product in A, thus, skipping the
second structure, students have to consider every part of the
structural formula as electrons are delocalized throughout the
whole molecule. However, it becomes apparent that students’
attention was guided by the double bond and the methoxy
group (altogether 81%) and less by the positive charge (19%)
that, however, represents a productive starting point for the
drawing process.

Figure 8 further illustrates that few students constructed
unproductive drawings in reaction A, while most unproductive
drawings resulted when constructing resonance structures in
reaction B. In general, it can be derived from Figure 8
that unproductive drawings stem from a higher attention
to unrelated structural features. For example, consider the
attention distribution of the unproductive structure A1. In
contrast to the productive structures A1 and A2, students
shifted their attention more to the methoxy group (46%). In
the unproductive structure A2, students payed their attention
twice as often to the unrelated double bond (50%) whereas
the structural features that are relevant for the construction
of a productive structure (i.e., the methoxy group and the
positive charge), were considered less (50%) compared to when
students constructed a productive structure based on the same
initial drawing. This trend of overly considering unrelated
structural features while paying less attention to relevant,
interacting structural features also applies to the unproductive
resonance structures in B as students paid much attention to

the methoxy group. However, here, the fixation durations rates
do not differ as much from those that students exhibit when
generating productive resonance structures in B. Regarding
representational competence, it can be derived from these
findings that although students are able to identify and connect
relevant structures in order to construct subsequent resonance
structures (Kozma and Russell, 2005), they differ in the decoding
and interpretation of the representations by paying attention to
different structural features. Consequently, they may perceive
the external features of a structure differently (R-M factor),
eventually resulting in unproductive drawings (Schönborn and
Anderson, 2008, 2010).

Besides the attention distributions, Figure 8 depicts
the drawing moves the students made to construct their
drawings. In this task, productive drawings often stem from
a single drawing move where electrons are delocalized toward
an electron-deficient atom. As Figure 8 shows, students
predominantly focus thereby on two adjacent, interrelated
structural features, that is, the positive charge and the adjacent
double bond or methoxy group. In contrast to that, students who
perform multiple drawing moves construct either unproductive
resonance structures, or draw a productive resonance structure
but tend to skip a structure, which, however, would be necessary
to answer the given task. Altogether, 13 of the 19 unproductive
drawings are based on multiple drawing moves which may
either involve arbitrarily moving charges, moving the lone pairs
of the heteroatom throughout the whole molecule or moving
electrons to an electron-rich atom (cf. Figure 4 for examples).

While there is a clear difference with respect to the fixation
duration rate in the structures of reaction A, the gaze proportion
on structures in reaction B does not differ much. Hence,
our hypothesis for the second research question, that the
construction of unproductive drawings results from difficulties
in the selection of relevant information and, eventually, an
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overreliance on single, salient structural features, can only be
partly confirmed. This lack of difference for reaction B may be
due to different reasons. First, the different geometries of the
molecules can be responsible for a different decoding behavior.
While the molecules in reaction A are linear, the molecule in
B is more branched, thus, spatially more complex. Following
this, the decoding of the molecule and the identification
of interacting structural features could have been cognitively
more demanding and may have led to longer fixations of
the methoxy group in order to decide upon its possible
influence in the structure. In fact, a longer fixation on a
structural feature correlates with longer mental processing of
this information (Just and Carpenter, 1980), which may result
from difficulties in interpretation or due to the perceived
importance of the feature because of its salience (Cullipher
et al., 2018). As students in both groups fixated much on the
methoxy group, it may be that this structural feature was more
difficult to interpret than the double bond, since a functional
group containing an oxygen atom can have an electron-
donating or electron-withdrawing function depending on its
connectivity. Therefore, students may have tried to connect
this feature with prior knowledge such as rules concerning
its electronic effects (R-C factor) (Schönborn and Anderson,
2008, 2010). Our findings of students’ varying decoding and use
of structural features when constructing resonance structures
align with existing research on representational competence in
chemistry. While it has been shown that students often exhibit
difficulties regarding the comprehension and interpretation of
representations (e.g., Keig and Rubba, 1993; Kozma and Russell,
1997; DeFever et al., 2015), more specifically, Olimpo et al.
(2015) have shown that the translation of Newman projections
and Dash-Wedge representations is easier for students when
dealing with less complex molecules. Moreover, using eye-
tracking, in Baluyut and Holme’s (2019) study it became
evident that the visual complexity of particulate nature of
matter diagrams impacted students’ viewing behavior as low-
performing students fixated on more features of a task when
working with such representations. Rodemer et al. (2020), on the
other hand, showed that visual characteristics seem to influence
students’ visual processing and problem-solving in organic
chemistry, with more factors embedded in a case comparison
leading to more transitions between representations.

Besides the higher spatial complexity, familiarity may also
play a crucial role regarding students’ gaze behavior in case of
the linear structures in reaction A. Both the allylic position of
the carbocation and the linearity of the molecule are familiar
to the students from the lecture. Therefore, it is possible that
students felt more confident in decoding the structures and,
consequently, could determine relevant, interacting structural
features more easily, narrowing their gaze distribution on
specific parts of the whole structure.

Finally, focusing on several, interacting structural features
instead of statically attending to singular structural features

is in accordance with the concept of resonance, requiring a
global, dynamic view on the static structural formulas with
keeping different structural features in mind in order to
construct valid resonance structures (Nakhleh, 1992). Therefore,
a predominant focus on singular (salient) structural features
often leads to drawing mistakes (Cooper et al., 2010). Although
familiarity and geometry may explain differences in the gaze
distribution, fixations on structural features alone do not
suffice to characterize productive and unproductive approaches
when dealing with spatial complex molecules. For this reason,
students’ explanations of their drawing approach need to be
taken into account.

RQ 3: How does a student’s approach
to visual selection to construct
resonance structures relate to the
productivity of the drawings?

Different visual selection approaches for the construction
of resonance structures could be identified through students’
verbal explanations for their drawings, which differ regarding
the information selection approach (knowledge-driven or
structure-driven) and the flexibility of these approaches
(centered or variable). Thus, four categories can be
distinguished: structure-driven centered, structure-driven
variable, knowledge-driven centered, and knowledge-driven
variable (Figure 5). Figure 9 provides an overview of the
absolute number of these approaches used for structure
construction and the success rate for constructing a productive
drawing. It can be derived from this table that about half
of the drawings were constructed via a knowledge-driven
variable approach, while only four drawings result from a
structure-driven centered approach. Moreover, it can be seen
that, contrary to our initial hypothesis, not a structure-driven
or knowledge-driven approach, i.e., the explicit application of
conceptual knowledge (Graulich et al., 2019), decides upon
the productivity of the resulting drawing, but rather the

FIGURE 9

Absolute distribution and success rate of the different visual
selection approaches.
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flexibility of this approach, i.e., whether students focus on
single structural features or take multiple structural features
into account. At least 80% of the drawings with a variable
approach are productive, whereas the amount of productive
drawings reduces to under 30% if a centered approach has
been used. In accordance with the results in the previous
section, this shows that, besides being able to use resonance-
related knowledge in the construction process (R-C factor),
the success of constructing resonance structures heavily relies
on students’ overall ability to decode the structural formulas
(R-M factor) (Schönborn and Anderson, 2008, 2010). How
these four approaches influence the construction of resonance
structures and how they are related to the drawing moves, can
be illustrated by taking a closer, exemplary look at descriptions
of students’ drawing processes.

Nina, for instance, generated all her drawings for reaction
A and B following a knowledge-driven centered approach
(Figure 10), eventually resulting in unproductive structures,
as the oxygen atom does not fulfill the octet rule, missing
a positive charge on the oxygen atom in both cases. While
expressing cluelessness about how to construct the resonance
structures at first, Nina describes both her drawings by referring
to experiences of delocalizing electrons of the oxygen atom
as done in previous tasks. Therefore, the oxygen atom serves
as an anchor guiding the drawing process and leading to
multiple drawing moves, each starting from the oxygen atom
and initiating the subsequent delocalization of the π-electrons
of the double bond. As for the resonance structure in reaction A,
she consequently misses a structure, which is, however, crucial
for answering the task. Interestingly, while the initial positive
charge remains unchanged in both structures, she creates a new,

negative charge in each structure. The anchoring function of the
oxygen atom at the extent of neglecting the other, more relevant
structural features of the positive charge and double bond is also
reflected in her attention distribution concerning the different
structural features of the starting molecules in reaction A and B.
Figure 10 shows that Nina spends about 70% of the fixation time
on the methoxy group in reaction A. In reaction B, she almost
exclusively (95%) focuses on the methoxy group, not paying
attention to the double bond.

A similar knowledge-driven centered approach can be seen
in Catherine’s drawing process of the resonance structure in
reaction A as she centers the drawing process description solely
on the function of the oxygen atom (Figure 11). As Nina,
Catherine explains her drawing approach by emphasizing that
the oxygen atom must participate in generating resonance
structures due to the lone pairs that could be delocalized. This
utterance shows that Catherine employs an overgeneralized rule
(McClary and Talanquer, 2011) guiding her drawing process and
making the oxygen atom her starting point for the construction.
Therefore, her prior knowledge, i.e., the R-C factor, mainly
drives the interpretation of the structural formula and the
constructing of the resulting resonance structure (Schönborn
and Anderson, 2008). Similar to Nina, this results in multiple
drawing moves involving the delocalization of electrons of
the oxygen atom across the double bond to form another
double bond. While the positive charge remains unchanged
at the carbon atom, the oxygen atom does not carry a
charge, thus, resulting in an unproductive drawing. However,
Catherine’s fixation duration rate does not clearly reflect her
drawing strategy (Figure 11). Despite spending much time
on the methoxy group, Catherine also takes the double bond

FIGURE 10

Nina’s drawing moves, fixation duration rates on the structural features and drawing description for her drawings in reaction A and B. The
orange frame indicates the unproductivity of the resulting drawings.

FIGURE 11

Catherine’s drawing move, fixation duration rate on the structural features and drawing description for her drawing in reaction A. The orange
frame indicates the unproductivity of the resulting drawing.
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and positive charge into account, showing that she somewhat
considered the whole molecule for the construction process.

In contrast to these examples, Elizabeth has a structure-
driven centered approach to the construction of the resonance
structure in reaction B (Figure 12). Similar to the other students,
she centers her drawing description only on the double bond
as single structural feature after having tried to form a carbon–
oxygen π-bond. Elizabeth’s approach illustrates a trial-and-error
strategy (Ahmad and Omar, 1992), as she decides to delocalize
the π-electrons of the double bond to the oxygen atom after
struggling to move the electrons in the inverse direction.
Although it becomes clear that she considers both structural
features, as reflected in the fixation duration rates (Figure 12),
she does not consider them in an interrelated manner but rather
focuses on these structural features successively as singular
entities. In Elizabeth’s case, this approach results in a single
drawing move through which additional charges are generated,
and the oxygen atoms clearly breaks the octet rule. Interestingly,
neither in her description nor in the fixation duration rate, the
positive charge gets much attention. Therefore, she does not
see the positive charge as a prerequisite for resonance in this
task, but rather approaches such drawing tasks by considering
electron-rich features, as she stated: I guess lone pairs are also an
indication for me that you can apply resonance, not only double
bonds, but also lone pairs.

So far, the centered approach shows that students justify
their drawing processes by only referring to single structural
features at the extent of neglecting other features within
a molecule and considering single structural features as an
anchor leading the entire drawing process. Many studies
in STEM education research support our finding, that this
anchoring function may be due to overgeneralized rules
and heuristics, eventually causing algorithmic or arbitrary

unproductive drawing steps and hindering the analysis of the
given structure as a whole. In chemistry education, it has
been shown that students are prone to focus on familiar
and surface features, which eventually negatively impacts their
problem solving (Kozma and Russell, 1997; Kraft et al., 2010;
Anzovino and Bretz, 2015; Graulich and Bhattacharyya, 2017;
Graulich et al., 2019) and supports their reliance on heuristics
(McClary and Talanquer, 2011; Weinrich and Talanquer, 2015).
Similarly, Inglis and Alcock (2012) have shown in the context of
reading mathematical proofs that compared to mathematicians,
undergraduate students spend more time focusing on surface
features of an argument, i.e., they attend less to its logical
structure.

In addition, these results may complement existing findings
concerning the construction of structural formulas. As Ahmad
and Omar (1992) and Cooper et al. (2010) stated, students
often exhibit a trial-and-error approach or rely on memorized
cues in drawing, which may result from the overreliance on
singular structural features. Such a structural overreliance in
the interpretation of structural representations (Schönborn and
Anderson, 2008) may also offer a possible reason for the
observed drawing difficulties of resonance structures reported
by Betancourt-Pérez et al. (2010) and Petterson et al. (2020).

In contrast to the centered approach, the variable approach
is characterized by a more holistic approach to the drawing
process of different resonance structures. Students showing
this approach take multiple, interrelated drawing features into
account. For instance, consider Paula’s approach in reaction A
(Figure 13).

Paula exhibits a structure-driven approach by merely
referring to interacting structural features, i.e., the positive
charge in both resonance structures and the electron-rich double
bond or the lone pairs of the oxygen atom. However, in

FIGURE 12

Elizabeth’s drawing move, fixation duration rate on the structural features and drawing description for her drawing in reaction B. The orange
frame indicates the unproductivity of the resulting drawing.

FIGURE 13

Paula’s drawing moves, fixation duration rates on the structural features and drawing description for her drawings in reaction A. The green
frame indicates the productivity of the resulting drawings.
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contrast to Elizabeth’s approach, she does not just focus on one
feature, but sequentially considers smaller, interacting parts of
the molecule which may aid in the delocalization of the positive
charge. Therefore, as Figure 13 illustrates, this approach leads
to single drawing moves delocalizing electron density toward
an electron-deficient atom. This sequential approach is also
reflected in Paula’s fixation duration rate, as she focuses most
of the time on the positive charge and the double bond in the
first resonance structure, and then, on the newly created positive
charge and the methoxy group in the second structure.

Figure 9 illustrates that 35 of 60 drawings stem from
a knowledge-driven variable approach, in which rules and
concepts, such as stability or electronic effects, guided students’
drawing process. Phil’s sequential drawing process in reaction
A and B exemplifies this approach. As Figure 14 depicts, each
productive resonance structure results from a single drawing
move, which shows the movement of electrons from an electron-
rich source to an electron-deficient atom. In his verbalization of
the drawing process, Phil repeatedly refers to the delocalization
of the positive charge and stability as the driving force for the
generation of each structure.

It can be inferred from Phil’s drawing approach that
he centers his drawing moves around the positive charge.
He takes a rather analytic, holistic approach by considering
adjacent structural features and analyzing their contribution
to the delocalization of the positive charge. Consider therefore
the fixation duration rate during the construction process
of the different resonance structures, exhibiting an attention
distribution trend for the structures in reaction A (Figure 14).
While Phil mainly fixates the double bond and the positive
charge in the first resonance structure, his attention is drawn
to the methoxy group and the positive charge in the second
structure. In contrast to that, he centers his attention on
the methoxy group and the double bond in the resonance
structure in reaction B. Given that he verbalizes stability as
the driving force for the construction of the structures, this

gaze distribution may be a result of the analysis and weighing
of the structural features and their influences on resonance.
Therefore, Phil’s knowledge-driven variable approach shows
that he reflects upon his drawing moves. This illustrates the need
for the successful intertwined application of the different factors
(R, C, M) in order to interpret a structural representation and
subsequently construct another resonance structure (Schönborn
and Anderson, 2008). This reflective drawing approach becomes
even more apparent for Luke, another student who has a
knowledge-driven variable approach. Concerning a resonance
structure in A, he describes in detail the electronic effect of the
oxygen atom and thereafter weighs the overall stability of the
resulting resonance structure:

Then I thought, what does the oxygen atom do? The oxygen
atom has a negative inductive effect, which is why the positive
charge is intensified. But I thought that it can be neglected
given the positive resonance effect, because the electron pair
can be pushed toward the positive charge, and then, the
positive charge would be here. I would say that is energetically
not so favorable here with the positive charge on the oxygen,
but it shows that the positive charge can be distributed
relatively well.

Given that the gaze proportion of productive and
unproductive drawings does not differ much in reaction B
(cf. section “RQ 2: What structural features do students attend
to in terms of attention distribution when translating one
resonance structure into another and how is it related to
students’ drawing moves?”), it may be inferred from these
examples that students process the structural information
differently by applying their related knowledge in different
ways. While students with an unproductive drawing may tend
to look at the given structure statically and apply thereon
rules, for productive drawings, it may be the case that a higher
gaze proportion indicates a more thorough weighing and

FIGURE 14

Phil’s drawing moves, fixation duration rates on the structural features and drawing description for his drawings in reaction A and B. The green
frame indicates the productivity of the resulting drawings.
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reflection of its contribution to the drawing move. Hence,
this inference strengthens Keig and Rubba’s (1993) finding
that solving information-processing tasks (e.g., translations
between structures) requires a thorough understanding (and
thus application) of the underlying concept.

Altogether, it can be derived from these examples that
students with a variable approach demonstrate more flexibility
when constructing resonance structures by showing a more
sequential, distributed attention to structural features, often
resulting in productive single drawing moves. By being analytic
in nature, they exhibit a more expert-like task approach (Stieff
and Raje, 2008). By successively analyzing structural features
and their relationship in terms of constructing a subsequent
resonance structure, students consequently demonstrate both a
local and global coherence formation (Seufert, 2003), altogether
resulting in a holistic approach.

Conclusion and implications

This study is the first to explore in-depth students’
drawing processes in organic chemistry with the help of eye-
tracking. It aimed at providing process-oriented insights into
how students connect drawing-related information during the
construction of resonance structures given students’ struggle
with these representations. To this end, we analyzed in detail
students’ transition patterns, the co-occurrence of fixated
drawing elements during the construction process, students’
gaze proportion on structural features, and shed light on their
visual selection approaches to navigating the drawing processes.

As the main results, we found that on a global level,
students exhibit a similar gaze behavior concerning information
retrieval and integration, irrespective of the productivity of
their drawing, i.e., the same amount of information was
used for the construction of resonance structures. However,
the transition types distinguished a productive drawing from
an unproductive drawing. While productive drawings result
from more transitions between previous and target drawings,
the construction of unproductive drawings is characterized
by more transitions between target and unrelated drawings
(RQ 1). Due to a predominant connection of previous and
target drawings across all resonance structures, the analysis
of the gaze proportion on structural features of the previous
drawing revealed that productive structures are characterized by
a higher sequential fixation on interrelated structural features.
In contrast, a tendency of focusing single (unrelated) structural
features emerged for unproductive drawings. However, this
difference did not apply to resonance structures that were
spatially more complex (i.e., a non-linear, branched molecule)
(RQ 2). Finally, a qualitative look at students’ visual selection
approaches, as reflected by students’ descriptions of drawing
processes, showed that a variable approach underlies many
productive drawings, i.e., an analytical approach, in which

students attended to interrelated, relevant structural features.
This is contrary to a centered approach, resulting in more
unproductive drawings; here, students focused on singular
structural features in a static manner (RQ 3). These findings bear
different implications for both instruction and research.

Given that students with unproductive drawings often
connect and focus on unrelated drawing elements, when,
however, a holistic, analytical approach is required, instructional
interventions should aim more at directing students’ attention,
thus, supporting them to assess given information such as
structural features, their relevance and their role within the
construction of resonance structures (e.g., as possible starting
points), therefore foster students’ ability to decode given
representations (R-M factor) (Schönborn and Anderson, 2008,
2010). In this regard, possible instructional interventions
could use process-oriented highlighting of interacting structural
features, e.g., via tutorial videos (e.g., Rodemer et al., 2021). In
this way, the learners’ attention could be better directed, as they
can see and follow the actual drawing process instead of only
seeing the static resonance structures as the final result on paper.
As a possible intervention to externalize the viewing process,
eye-movement-modeling examples could be used as worked
examples (van Gog et al., 2009; Jarodzka et al., 2013). In addition,
the results indicate that students’ conceptual knowledge of the
resonance concept, specifically its flexible application, seems
to be of great importance with respect to drawing productive
resonance structures, thus, besides the R-M factor, emphasis
should also be placed on the R-C factor (Schönborn and
Anderson, 2008). Consequently, teaching algorithms how to
draw such structures is not enough for building sustainable
drawing skills. Instead, more effort should be put into addressing
why certain drawing steps occur, e.g., what chemical concepts
the drawing steps build upon. Creating such interventions
would make students more reflective in assessing drawing
moves. In turn, this could help students’ ability to flexibly
decide when resonance applies and reduce their overreliance
on heuristics and rules, such as searching for familiar or salient
surface features.

As this study is explorative, more research in other contexts,
with different task designs, and with more participants is
needed to complement our findings and test whether our
results can be confirmed. By finding little differences in eye
movements while dealing with the more complex structure
in reaction B, the construction of more complex structures
deserves more attention. Due to their complexity and relevance,
aromatic compounds are suitable for this purpose. However,
more complex structures complicate the comparative analysis
because, depending on the complexity, the number of differing
drawing products increases. At the same time, the use of
simpler aromatic compounds may lead students to proceed
algorithmically. For instance, to investigate the differences in
the information retrieval of drawing-related structural features,
multiple choice tasks could be used, in which learners are asked
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to decide on a resulting structure based on an initial compound.
As such, the comparative investigation of differing fixation
distributions when choosing a productive or unproductive
structure would be possible. Likewise, in such a setting, a
stationary eye-tracker could be used, which provides more
precise results regarding the fixation of single bonds and
structural features.

By inferring underlying processes for previously
documented drawing difficulties, this study adds to existing
research by focusing on the context of the resonance concept.
Furthermore, given its process-oriented character, this study
adds to existing STEM-related drawing research in general.
Despite previous research on the effects of drawing activities
and the drawing products’ quality on learning outcomes,
few research focused on the construction process underlying
learners’ drawing products so far (Lobato et al., 2014).
However, a process-oriented perspective can provide additional
diagnostic insights into representation-related difficulties as the
drawing processes can reveal learners’ scientific thoughts and
conceptions (Lobato et al., 2014) as well as their unconscious
actions when generating representations. As this study
exemplified, the use of eye-tracking showed that, besides
conceptual knowledge, students’ ability to construct productive
scientific representations crucially depends on their competence
to decode and manipulate such representations. As such, this
methodology could be also applied in other contexts and
STEM disciplines to reveal cognitive processes underlying
the generation of representations, e.g., what features learners
(unconsciously) use and integrate to depict submicroscopic
processes in biology or to construct diagrams in physics,
and whether the use of specific features or drawing elements
influences the overall drawing quality. Eye-tracking could
also be used in other contexts in organic chemistry, such as
observing learners’ stepwise construction of mechanisms and
the use of the electron-pushing formalism (e.g., Bhattacharyya
and Bodner, 2005; Grove et al., 2012; Flynn and Featherstone,
2017), or observing the order and linearity of the diagram
construction depending on the learners’ expertise. Although
our work yields first process-oriented insights, further research
across different scientific disciplines is needed to provide a
comprehensive picture of students’ drawing approaches and
difficulties for scientific representations.

Limitations

This study was meant to be exploratory in nature and
aimed at offering insights into students’ drawing processes in
organic chemistry. Therefore, some limitations with respect to
the analysis and results must be considered. First, the small
number of students (N = 20) and the focus on one task might
limit the generalizability of the findings. Additionally, students
were required to construct only two additional resonance

structures in the first, and one structure in the second reaction,
both dealing with rather simple structural formulas. Unlike
in the first reaction, the construction of resonance structures
did not build upon each other in the second reaction. Given
these constraints, it remains unclear to which extent our
findings apply to drawing processes of more complex structures.
Furthermore, case comparisons might have motivated students
to include and compare information of both reactions in their
drawing process, since the given structures only differ in their
connectivity. Thus, this variable may also have influenced
students’ drawing processes, specifically on the integration
of unrelated information. Concerning the interviews, the
participants were prompted to describe their drawing process.
However, it is possible that they used knowledge that they did
not verbalize and which, thus, remained implicit.

Finally, technical limitations with respect to the mobile eye-
tracker must be considered. The eye-tracker exhibits technical
measurement inaccuracies due to, among others, a variable field
of view, movement of the head, and the slippage of the glasses
as a result of a longer measurement period. These inaccuracies
can affect the results and the data analysis (e.g., requiring the
correction of systematic gaze point offset by adjusting the AOIs).
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